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Agenda
• Media sen.ment data

• Using unstructured media data in predic0ve modeling.

• Pockets of Value
• Informa0on underreac0on (price trends) and overreac0on (price reversals).

• Machine learning
• Basic packages and techniques for trading models.

• Trading track records
• Our three endeavors to trade using machine learning algorithms.

I) Media Sen.ment Data
• We produce and use the
Thomson Reuters MarketPsych
Indices (TRMI) in our analyses.
• Iden0fying media references to
187 countries, 10,000 global
companies, 61 stock indexes, 45
currencies, 36 commodi0es.
• History from 1998-present for
both news and social.
• Highly dimensional: Emo0ons
and complex meanings
• Derived from 2000 news and
800 social media sources.
• Separate news and social feeds

Quan.fying Global Media
Turning unstructured informa.on into big data via text analysis.

Professional Automated
Text Analysis
News
(Examples)

Social
Media

(Examples)

Automated
Text Analysis
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Sen.ment Data of News Versus Social (Euro)

Source: CJ Liu

Sen.ment Data in Violin Plots (Crude oil)

Source: CJ Liu

Spikes in Fear Predict Crude Oil Reversals

Source: Noriyuki Suzuki, Thomson Reuters

II) Pockets of Value in Media Sen.ment

Moving average crossover models

Cross-sec.onal rota.on models

Sen.ment and news ﬂow are non-linear. Transforming
into the below features shows promise:
1. Z-scores: Sen0ment deltas or rates of change.
2. Condi.oning on fundamental or technical factors:
Improves detec0on of overreac0on and
underreac0on events.
3. Moving average crossovers (MACDs)
Reduces noise and captures changes and dri`s in
sen0ment over 0me.
4. Cross-sec.onal rota.on models
Absolute levels and rela0ve rankings.
Go long the top quan0le of assets with the highest
values on a TRMI, and go short those with the
lowest values.

Moving Average Crossovers Capture Trends

Cross-sec.onal Models Capture Reversals
EXTREMITY ARBITRAGE
• Sen0ment and news ﬂow is non-linear.
• Go long the top quan.le of assets with the
highest values on a TRMI, and go short those
with the lowest values.
• Rank by average over N-period average TRMI.
• Update rankings each N periods.
• Plot equity curves.
• Assume no transac0on costs

Studies performed by MarketPsych Head of
Research CJ Liu.

Arbitraging Leadership Sen.ment
Short the most trusted (green) and buy the
least trusted (red) management teams.
“[A]ward-winning CEOs
underperform their
matches by 15 − 26%
over the three years
following the award.”
~ Malmendier & Tate,
2009. “Superstar CEOs”

III) Machine Learning

Machine Learning Algorithms
• Neural nets (e.g., CNN and feed-forward architectures)
• Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
• Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
• Random forest (Decision Trees)
• Gradient boos.ng (ensembles of trees)
• Deep learning toolkits: Tensor Flow, Theano
• Later examples will show actual trading results from the bolded
techniques.
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IV) Trading Results

Hedge Fund: Sep 2008 – Dec 2010
• Ran successful sen0ment-based paper trading strategy from
2006-2008. Raised capital based on its success.
• Started the MarketPsy Long Short Fund LP.
• Launched Sep 2, 2008 and ran it through Dec 2010.
• Used Associa0on Rules (up to 4-layer decision trees).

Associa.on Rules to Combine Findings
•
•

Generated via data-mining with a backtes0ng protocol.
To prevent overﬁfng:
• Training on 50% of data
• 20% random 0ckers
• 20% every ﬁ`h quarter
• 10% most recent period,
• A human “sanity check” (itself tested for accuracy).

•

Example trading rules:
• Short on High TotalKeywords, High Liking, High Perfec0on and
Upwards Price Momentum.
•

Long on High TotalKeywords, Good Accoun0ng News with
Low Enthusiasm and Downward price momentum.

Trading Example: AMR Overreaction
I. 4/25/09: WHO director declares “public
health emergency” regarding the “Swine
Flu”.
II. Anxiety rises in AMR online stock
message boards about reduced travel
(see grey line).
III. 4/27/09: WHO pandemic alert level to
Phase 4.
IV. 4/30/09: MarketPsy bought AMR at
$4.81/share,
V. 5/6/09: MarketPsy sold AMR at $5.95/
share.
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE.
There can be no assurance that any investment program or fund described herein will achieve its objectives.
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MarketPsy Long Short Fund LP:
Sep 2008 – Dec 2010

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE.
There can be no assurance that any investment program or fund described herein will achieve its objectives.

Live Gross Daily NAV Performance*
Feb 22, 2016 through Feb 8, 2017 (then stopped)

* Results depicted represent the gross daily account NAV and do not include management or performance fees.
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE.
There can be no assurance that any investment program or fund described herein will achieve its objectives.

Q&A
•

www.marketpsych.com

Media sen0ment contributes to
systema0c price pakerns:
•

Trends (underrea0on to informa0on)

•

Reversals (overreac0on).

•

Beware of regime-dependent overﬁfng.
Long data histories are needed.

•

Predic0ve model u0lity may expire
within a few months of launch (alpha
decay).

•

If careful to condi0on sen0ment with
other factor, balance risk and, prevent
overﬁfng, signiﬁcant value emerges.

Disclaimers (Page 1)
Dr. Richard Peterson is the controlling owner and sole investment adviser representa0ve of MarketPsy Capital, LLC. MarketPsy
Capital, LLC is registered as an investment adviser with the State of California. No other person or en0ty, aﬃliated or otherwise, is
qualiﬁed or registered to provide investment advisory services to poten0al clients.
An investment using our proprietary trading strategy is specula0ve and is subject to a risk of loss, including a risk of loss of principal.
No assurance can be given that the strategy will achieve its objec0ve or that an investor will receive a return of all or part of its
investment.
The gross performance results discussed herein represent the performance of the strategy for an account managed by MarketPsy
Capital, LLC (the “Adviser”). Net and backtested data represent hypothe0cal results of the Adviser’s strategy and are included for
informa0onal purposes only. The results shown reﬂect the deduc0on of: (i) an annual management fee of 1%, charged monthly; (ii)
an annual performance alloca0on of 20% of net proﬁts, subject to a “high water mark,” and (iii) es0mated transac0on costs. Fees
and expenses were applied retroac0vely and do not reﬂect actual fees or expenses deducted from a client’s account.
Hypothe0cal and back-tested performance results have inherent limita0ons, some of which are described below. Back-tested
returns do not represent the results of actual trading and are calculated through the retroac0ve applica0on of the Adviser’s model
porpolio and strategy conﬁgura0ons, designed with the beneﬁt of hindsight. Since back-tested results do not represent actual
trading, they may not reﬂect the impact that material economic and market factors might have had on the decision-making
processes of the Adviser, if the Adviser was actually managing client assets during the back-test period.
NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT THE ADVISER’S STRATEGY WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR
TO THOSE SHOWN. IN FACT, THERE ARE FREQUENTLY SIGNIFICANT MATERIAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BACK-TESTED
PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVED BY FOLLOWING A PARTICULAR STRATEGY.
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Disclaimers (Page 2)
In addi0on, back-tested performance does not involve ﬁnancial risk, and no hypothe0cal trading record can completely account for
the impact of ﬁnancial risk in actual trading. For example, the ability to withstand losses or adhere to a par0cular trading program
in spite of trading losses could have material adverse eﬀects on trading results. There are numerous other factors related to the
markets and to the implementa0on of speciﬁc investment programs that cannot be fully accounted for in the prepara0on of backtested performance results and all of which can adversely aﬀect actual trading results.
Results are compared to the performance of the S&P 500 Total Return Index (the “SPX”) for informa0onal purposes only. The
Adviser’s investment strategy does not mirror the SPX and the vola0lity of the Adviser’s investment strategy may be materially
diﬀerent than that of the SPX. The securi0es or other instruments included in the SPX are not necessarily included in the Adviser’s
investment strategy and criteria for inclusion in the SPX are diﬀerent than those for investments in the investment strategy by
client.
The performance of the SPX and the trade data used to create the back-tested returns contained herein were obtained from
published sources believed to be reliable, but which are not warranted as to accuracy or completeness. Unless noted otherwise,
pro-forma returns presented herein do reﬂect fees and transac0on costs, but do not reﬂect net dividends, if any.
This material contains certain forward-looking statements and projec0ons regarding the future performance and asset alloca0on of
the investment strategy. These projec0ons are included for illustra0ve purposes only, are inherently specula0ve as they relate to
future events, and may not be realized as described. These forward-looking statements will not be updated in future.
The performance results shown were executed through the account of an aﬃliated en0ty of the Adviser and is not necessarily
indica0ve of typical investment posi0ons using the proprietary trading strategy. It should not be assumed that recommenda0ons
made in the future will be proﬁtable or will appreciate in a manner similar to the results shown herein.
PAST PERFORMANCE, INCLUDING HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE, IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.
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